
A Visually-Adapted Recipe for!
Homemade Vanilla Ice Cream

Based on the short story:



A Recipe for Homemade Vanilla Ice Cream

To make homemade vanilla ice cream, you will need:!
!

1 gallon-size, sealable plastic bag!
ice cubes!

6 tablespoons of rock salt!
1 pint-size, sealable plastic bag!

1/2 cups of half-and-half!
1 tablespoon of white sugar!

1/4 teaspoon of vanilla extract

INGREDIENTS: !
different food items that !

go into making a dish

ice salt

large bag small bag

half & half sugar vanilla extract



1. Label your ingredients.!
!
2. Find the large plastic bag.!
!
3. Put the ice into the large bag.!
!
4. Put the salt into the large bag.!
!
5. Close the bag.!
!
6. Find the small bag.!
!
7. Put the half and half into the small bag.!
!
8. Put the sugar into the small bag.!
!
9. Put the vanilla extract into the small bag.!
!
10. Close the bag.!
!
11. Put the small bag into the large bag.!
!
12. Close the large bag.!
!
13. Shake, shake, shake the bag!!
!
14. Pass the bag to your friend.!
!
15. When it's creamy, open the small bag and enjoy!

PROCEDURE: the steps that go into making the dish

large bag

large bag

small bag

small bag

small bag large bag

your turn
shake
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Teacher/Therapist Directions
1. Read a story about making homemade ice cream. You can find one at: !
    http://delightfulat.pbworks.com/f/ice+cream.pdf. It may be easier to read the story     !
    the day before you plan on bringing in the ice cream, rather than on the same day.!
!
2. Bring in all of the ingredients. In addition to the ingredients pictured on the next !
    page, you will need your measuring tools: !
          a tablespoon, a 1/4 teaspoon, and a half cup. !
    It is also a good idea to have lots of paper towels nearby to lay out on your table and!
    to use when handling the bags of ice. Plastic gloves can be worn by whoever is  !
    handling the ice, unless you have an ice scooper. If you don't have a freezer, use a !
    cooler to keep the ice and the half and half. !
!
3. Cut out a set of pictures from page 4. Glue them to construction paper or laminate for !
    durability. !
!
4. Prior to handing out the ingredients and procedure pages to students, ask them to !
    recall as much as they can from the reading. "What were some of the ingredients the!
    boys used to make ice cream?" "What did they do with those ingredients?"!
!
5. After seeing what the students recall from memory, hand out the ingredients page and !
    review the items. The teacher can add each item to the work table after the student !
    reads/labels the ingredients one by one.!
!
6. Then, hand out the procedure page. As per number 1, distribute your picture set from !
    page 4. Students should place a picture in front of each item on the table. Have your !
    measuring tools in a nearby spot.!
!
7. At step 3, ask the students if they can recall how much ice the boys put in their bag. If !
    they cannot remember, refer back to the text (page 8) or provide a verbal directive !
    ("Fill the bag more than halfway"). !
!
8. At step 4, hold up the tablespoon and the 1/2 cup. Ask the students which!
    tool they think holds a "tablespoon" amount. After identifying the tablespoon, refer!
    back to the ingredients page to find out "how many" tablespoons are needed. You will!
    need to refer back to the ingredients page at steps 7-9 as well.!
!
9. At step 11, try to ensure that the small bag is covered in ice, rather than just sitting on!
    top of it. Before shaking the bag, you may want to distribute paper towels or gloves as!
    the large bag feels very cold. Have each student shake for 10-20 seconds before!
    passing it to a friend. Remember to shake it in all directions. It takes a few minutes!
    (2-5) for the liquid to turn into cream.!
!
10. Once you think the liquid has turned to cream, remove the small bag, wipe excess !
      liquid or salt from the rim, and empty the contents onto small plates or bowls.  This !
      recipe makes about 2 small servings. You can have each child make his own for !
      bigger portions. Add toppings to suit taste. Have fun and enjoy!


